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Pandora’s Candy Box
Full of tempting surprise and good wishes, yet veiled with
warnings of over- indulgence ‘Pandora's Candy Box’ is an
exhibition of honeyed oil paintings by artist Xu Yang. Xu
paints and performs dream-like fantasies into existence. The
artist constructs an identity that allows her to act with free will,
entirely unrestrained and instinctively responsive to things
that bring her pleasure. She uses her body to convert
illusions into reality: art into life.
Xu is motivated by the thought of her audience projecting
themselves onto the canvas, and situating their lives into her
alternate realm. This reality is sickly-sweet, lavish and time
deﬁant: the artist’s paintings speak blatantly to the Rococo,
yet are very comfortable within the context of now, in this new
digital age. Xu Yang’s dynamic subversion of the classics
captures shifts in history.

“I realised that my identity
carries a lot of weight as an
Asian and female artist, I am
becoming more aware of my
heritage and I’m proud of it.”

Who's the Fairest of Them All, 2019
Oil on linen
160 x 170 cm

Just Like the Memories, 26102020
Oil on Board
10 x 10 cm

In the Dream Everything Would
Come, 25102020
Oil on Board
10 x 10 cm

Chandelier, 24102020
Oil on Board
10 x 10 cm

By taking the stage: literally and metaphorically, and depicting women from a female
perspective, Xu overthrows the male gaze
and reclaims complete autonomy.
The exuberant use of sensual and curving
forms, and inclusion of natural motifs makes
apparent Xu’s Rococo inﬂuence. Clear is the
impassioned relationship between the artist
and the paint; Xu’s brushstrokes are tender
yet emanate conﬁdence and intention. She
also facilitates with care, the relationship
between the paint and the fabric onto which
it is laid.

Dear..., 2019
Oil on linen
152 x 152 cm

Fantasy is the New Reality, 23102020
Oil on linen
95 x 80 cm

Time is About Now, 23102020
Oil on linen
95 x 80 cm

Xu revels in the spreading of the buttery
oil paint onto the linen, which she
compares to “applying icing onto a cake
– sickening but delicious.”
The artist releases the discipline and
restraint that buried the once unruly
Rococo.

A Moment to Reﬂect, 13042020
Watercolor on handmade 320g
100% cotton rag paper
15.5 x 21.1 cm

I Like This One, 22022020
Oil on board
6 x 6 cm

If The Shoe Fits, 25022020
Oil on board
6 x 6 cm

Blue Gem, 08022020
Oil on board
6 x 6 cm

Elaborated with fantasy, Xu Yang’s
paintings look to re-imagine the
Rococo style in our contemporary
moment. Rococo painting originated in
early 18th century Paris, and was
characterized by soft lines, graceful
curves and elegant tones that intended
to adorn and entertain.
Performance is an important part of
Xu’s artistic practice, and this is ornately
demonstrated in her paintings.

I Found My Way Through, 11112020
Oil on linen
110 x 140 cm

It Was a Sweet Memory, 28102020
Oil on paper
15.5 x 11.5 cm

When I Remembering Things from
the Past, 28102020
Oil on paper
15.5 x 11.5 cm

Unexpected Guest, 14112020
Oil on paper
15.5 x 11.5 cm

The artist constructs rich theatrical scenes that build upon her
personal interests, as well as themes including identity, childhood
ﬁctions and fetish.
Xu Yang takes painterly inspiration from the ‘old masters,’ making
particular reference to Van Dyke, Velazquez, Goya, Sargent and
Sorolla. She paints with layers of oil; the ﬁrst is diluted with turpentine
and washed onto the linen. Each subsequent layer of oil is more
robust and deﬁnite than the last. The artist constructs shadows and
tone, and continues building colour followed by light.
With time, consistent practice and close observation, Xu has become
more attuned to detail in paintings: her own and those of the ‘old
masters.’ She also acknowledges the growth of conﬁdence, and an
awareness of her own position in the world.

The Admirer, 13112020
Oil on linen
180 x 145 cm

Black Lace Glove, 19122019
Watercolor on handmade 320g 100%
cotton rag paper
16 x 11.2 cm

Sleeping Beauty and the Snake, 16122019
Watercolor on handmade
cotton rag paper
21.3 x 15.5 cm

Where Xu Yang is technically inﬂuenced by the ‘old masters,’ she
takes an abundance of inspiration and sincere enjoyment from the
works of Berthe Morisot, Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun, Angelica Kauffman, and Rachel Ruysch. Furthermore, she looks to the theatrical
fashion designs of John Galliano and Alexander McQueen for
more contemporary motivation. Xu also draws compositional
stimulus from her visits to historical landmarks in European cities.
She has ventured around the UK to see English Heritage and
National Trust houses, from which she pulls wondrous visions. Xu
grew up in Shandong, a Chinese province. These ventures continue to satisfy her childhood curiosities around Western antiquity.

She Loves the Ballroom, 05112020
Oil on linen
95 x 80 cm

Chandelier I, 17112020
Oil on paper
15.5 x 11.5 cm

Chandelier II, 17112020
Oil on paper
15.5 x 11.5 cm

Xu Yang (b. 1996, Shandong, China) is an artist based in
London. In 2018, Xu graduated with a 1st Class Honours BA in
Painting from Wimbledon College of Art, and has recently
completed her Masters, also in Painting, at the Royal College of
Art, London. Xu considered herself to be a professional artist
following her ﬁrst solo show in the UK: ‘100 Carat Diamond.’
This exhibition was awarded to Xu as the recipient of the Barbican Artists Group Trust ArtWorks Open, and it took place earlier
this year.
The artist has won the Contemporary Young Artist Award (2020)
and The Signature Art Prize (2019). Additionally, Xu has succesfully been awarded high acclaim at the Air Gallery Open (2019),
and the ‘On the Mountain we Stay’ Residency (2019).
Xu Yang has exhibited her artwork extensively across the UK,
China and elsewhere in Europe. This year her work was
featured in the London Grads Now exhibition at the Saatchi
Gallery and consequent coverage in The Sunday Times and Fad
Magazine. The artist has contributed to an ‘Imaging Technologies’ project with the Wimbledon College of Art Painting
Research at Tate Modern (2017), and Monster Chetwynd’s ‘Here
she Comes’ at the Royal Festival Hall (2016).

In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that continues
to persist in the art world, Four You Gallery exclusively showcases the work of female artists. Four You Gallery is a travelling
venue-by-appointment that showcases contemporary art. It
offers female artists a global audience, whilst allowing art
enthusiasts to discover thoughtfully curated artworks produced
by international talents.
Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in galleries, as well as the exclusion of women from the mainstream art
market. Four You Gallery intends to provide a platform for the
overlooked; offering a space that encourages cross-discipline
dialogue led solely by women aiming to inﬂict change. Dedicated to the artist and regardless of their nationality, medium,
or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and
empower.
Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or passionate
collector – we carefully select artists with distinct and bold
styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting the spotlight
on stimulating women in art.
info@fouryougallery.com
www.fouryougallery.com
fouryougallery

